In the semi-dry flue gas cleaning processes used in power plants, an alkaline washing suspension, usually lime slurry, is injected into the hot flue gas in spray towers. The droplets injected by twin-fluid nozzles are evaporated by the transferred heat. At the same time, pollutants such as $\text{SO}_2$, $\text{HCl}$ and $\text{HF}$ react with the reactants in the washing fluid.

The washing suspension frequently causes damaging deposits and blockages in the nozzles, nozzle lances and pipelines. In the past, reliable long-term plant installation was often not possible without regularly dismantling and cleaning the nozzle lances. Good process results frequently came at the cost of high maintenance effort.

The Lechler LOC® Cleaning-in-Place system eliminates the need for complex disassembly, unnecessary downtimes and personnel costs.
LOC® makes your plant more economically efficient

Lechler offers an online cleaning system tailored to the respective application which allows reliable continuous operation and inexpensive cleaning of the nozzle lances.

The nozzles are made of wear-resistant hard metal and have been optimized for atomizing suspensions. The individual lances are cleaned cyclically during ongoing operation using precisely metered quantities of cleaning agents. In many cases, minimum use of diluted citric acid (10%) and compressed air is sufficient for reliable cleaning while at the same time ensuring compliance with the process limit values.

**Advantages**

- High availability of the spray reactor/dryer
- Uninterrupted operation
- Minimum maintenance effort
- Low costs through the controlled use of cleaning agents

**Talk to us**

Lechler Online Cleaning (LOC®) is a tailor-made solution. The better we know your requirements and operating conditions, the more efficiently your processes will run. Let’s talk to each other – about efficiency, cost savings and success.